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I.
This low-resolution image is the sole circulating picture of a boy whose only public persona on
record is contained within a 1968 Philadelphia Tribune article reporting on his murder. I came across
it early in a phase of research after becoming obsessed with tracking down the fleeting few bits of
information I could find on the Philadelphia police’s practice of, and history with, “turf-dropping.”
This find came out of my looking into a footnote in a separate article about the MOVE bombing; it
describes a practice wherein as an intimidation tactic, cops would take suspects, typically young
and black, and transport them to parts of the city that would be hostile to their mere presence:
ethnic white neighborhoods, areas controlled by gangs. Turf-dropping is another point in the alwaysunfolding history of state violence against marginalized bodies, particularly black bodies in the
United States. Police officers used their state-given power to render the city streets as a unique
type of prison or disciplinary device for their subjects, capitalizing on the economic and political
conditions that sustain legible social strife to summon punishment (or fear thereof) for their targets
under the guise of proactive, preventative policing.
Little did I know that after this point I would not find much of anything else in the various databases
and boxes of documents I searched. Nothing pertaining to the life of the boy pictured, nothing on
the progression or resolution of this particular incident in the public discourse, and nothing about
turf-dropping as a strategy of intimidation and terror used in the city limits. in any case, I would not
have believed I wouldn’t, or wouldn’t have wanted to believe that. Upon following up on that initial
footnote I found that the reference dead-ended at secondary sources, and that there was next to
no primary archival information documenting its proliferation in police departments across the city.
Save for this scan of the Tribune blurb stored on an online database, my search largely proved to
be fruitless in turning up more. Instead I found myself spending hours scanning biographies of one
of the most charismatic figures in Philadelphia history, Frank Rizzo, on the off-chance that I might
catch a new glimpse of this other fugitive moment and fugitive life in the background. By toeing the
authoritarian line of “firmness” and “law and order”, Rizzo was a genius at delivering sensational
moments of rhetorical and actualized physical pushback against radical struggle, and converting
those into images that circulated far and wide. His constituency cheered on in vicarious pleasure as
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he, for example, violated the physical bodies of the Black Panthers for the camera and showboated
onto national front pages, or violently suppressed citywide student protests, or systematically
raided cafes and coffee houses thought to harbor queer people, under the disproven guise of those
spaces being “drug dens.” The circulation and documentation of his actions proliferated as did the
number of dubious, illegal, and unethical gestures tied to his name. And suddenly his information
and misinformation had crowded out this elusive history I was trying to find. The archival record,
filled as it is with Rizzo records, had overwhelmed the large gaps in my search with this charismatic
distraction, and I was (and am, even now) contributing to Rizzo’s continued circulation in the
public sphere. I looked through several archives across the city, leafing through disheveled boxes
of documents day after day, only to be met with an abundance of certain types of information and
a lack of other types. Indeed, the only direct quote from an individual pertaining to this particular
case of turf-dropping in either of the two articles I could find on it comes from Rizzo. No direct
quotes from the murdered boy’s mother, none from the officers accused of condemning him to
murder. Police Commissioner at the time, Rizzo simply alludes to a continuum of turf-dropping being
employed by police and stops there. He stated that turf-dropping was known to him in the past,
adding “I’m sure it was always innocently committed by police officers who were just trying to do
their job... but I am ordering a halt to it.”
I wanted to trace the beginnings and continuum of the practice and the people it affected, rather
than content myself with its end as alleged by an untrustworthy figure. But after much work I
myself came up against a dead end, or rather a barricade, generated by the archive itself: my
search pointed to a series of boxes that I was denied access to by the city, because I did not have
the credentials to view them as an ordinary citizen. They were couched among a series of police
documents that had not been checked out or examined in years, but had yet to be decommissioned
for any number of unknown reasons. This is a refrain in my research into certain types of figures:
fugitive, outlaw, and extra-legal lives that are both hyper-surveilled by hegemonic systems, and
intentionally blocked from circulation, neglected, fractured, and erased in the same turn. I suddenly
could not stop imagining the abundant types of information left out of the public narrative of turfdropping. I wanted to regard the lives of the victims of such a practice, to care-fully turn to and care
for what was left outside of the frame from the way they had been depicted in public discourse.
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Despite the claims to the authority of “objective” types of information, such archives cannot have
the final say on fleeting and marginal practices, because they are susceptible to the biases of those
who dictate their contents. I could not let the intentional gap in memory produced by the archive
determine the way I approached this history and these lives, forcefully relegated to the status of
a footnote, similar to the way Christina Sharpe talks about “the asterisked histories of slavery, of
property, of thingification, and their afterlives.” These things are often pushed to the literal and
metaphorical margins, reduced to papers and ledgers and then placed in the back and forgotten
about, or destroyed accidentally or purposefully, turned into dust by neglect and time.
In short, by orienting myself to the least charismatic qualities of this entire episode, I wanted to try
and counteract the aggressive destruction and flattening of this archival “appearance” enacted with
this boy’s life and countless others, rather than simply consume it and reproduce it for consumption.
As scholar Saidiya Hartman and others have argued, over time and into the present, “the repetition
of the visual, discursive, state, and other quotidian and extraordinary cruel and unusual violences
enacted on Black people does not lead to a cessation of violence, nor does it, across or within
communities, lead primarily to sympathy or something like empathy.” It has been tried, to no avail,
many times before. It is why I have refused to depict or name the young victim of this state violence
and will continue to do so. New strategies are needed that do more than simply “recount the
violences that deposited these traces in the archive,” as Hartman also describes.
Strategies for coping with omissions and gaps in official or “objective” information are paramount
to any framework attempting to regard marginal subjects. Within the paltry, abstract, low-resolution
quality of the 2 newspaper blurbs about this particular event, the question I had to ask was, where
are the points within this media that open up possible avenues for information which remained
unregarded by the archive? The one (1) sentence that attempted to describe this victimized boy
outside of his conditions of suffering and death listed some of his interests in a short phrase: “he
liked fencing and was good at repairing television sets.” Since this article was published in 1968,
I imagined those televisions to be the old-style tube TV sets, made out of glass and bulky and
heavy, long obsolete in our current moment and still actively being thrown out today. In fact, they
currently dot the city in places where assorted trash also dots it: sidewalks, empty lots, the sides
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of buildings, and almost everywhere in Philadelphia from center city all the way out to the spacious
plots of West Philly, and probably many other urban centers across the US as well. On my walks
home from the archive I spotted a few here and there, partially obscured among various crevices.
They are such an ingrained part of the landscape that they are almost naturalized, blending into
the commonplace architecture of the street like a tree stump or a mailbox does, just an obstacle to
walk around when getting to one’s destination through public space like those weird concrete poles
lining some sidewalks. Yet their presence in public allows for the possibility of collective encounters.
Once they are seen, their age and their placement outside of domestic interiors provides a moment
to hark back to a shared past amidst a city that is rapidly changing in some areas and trenchantly
not changing in others. And of course, they are not weatherized for outdoor use; outside they reveal
themselves as literally vulnerable, exposed objects.
A definition of performance that is tethered solely to disappearance runs the risk of reproducing the
systematic status quo of externally-rendered disappearance and erasure upon marginal bodies. I
have come to appreciate José Esteban Muñoz’s framing of performance not as a disappearance,
but as a “messy and eruptive reappearance.” As ephemeral material as well as via their suggested
contact with the boy’s body, these discarded televisions began to suggest a strategy for creating a
queer version of the archive’s evidence, one that adds an annotation to the unarchival, uncharismatic
qualities of the history of turf-dropping while also staging the conditions for memories and histories
to reappear into the present.
The first phase of the performance, which came to be titled CHANNEL, involved locating these
televisions in situ all across the city. I wanted to try and use history as a way to remap my own
motions through public, and also find new maps in ephemeral landmarks, rather than relegating
the TVs to the realm of trash that degraded my movement through Philly. Just as this boy had his
ability to walk repurposed as a disciplinary tool, I wanted to reconfigure art-historical notions about
the romance of walking anywhere one wants in the city, and reconfigure my own received, fraught
notions about where someone with my body could and could not walk in the city. I located TVs
only within the course of wandering through the city each (sunny) day, which required I seep into
and out of corners of neighborhoods, trying to slow down my movement and imagine how I would
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exist in the city as an object like a TV rather than as a busy citizen venturing outside only to shuttle
briskly between two private interiors. Each TV I found seemed like an improvised monument to this
turf-dropped life. I made photographs as I found them. Alone in the landscape with the TVs they
took on anthropomorphic qualities, some of them in lively configurations like they had just come to
a halt. Then I wanted to publicly complete the labor of caring for this discarded object, so I carried
the TV I found in my arms (and occasionally by hand cart) back to an area at the Barnes Foundation,
where I let these scattered fragments activate and accumulate and build into a larger monument or
memorial. Publicly laboring is a vulnerable position to be in; multiple people approached me offering
to help me carry the TV (though they oddly never asked where I was going, or how far I still had to
walk ... I think they would have declined if they knew). But I had to carry it to its site of activation
myself. Active TVs in the sculpture were configured to display an image of my X-rayed ribs on the
screen, like a ghostly transmission of my literal interiority and bodily vulnerability.
The second phase encompassed the moments when this bodily history could stage an irruption
back into the public discourse. Electrical outlets are concealed in outdoor and public space, but are
staunchly present. Occasionally I see people charging their phones in 30th Street Station or on the
Market-Frankford line, below the single seat at the end of each car (and there are also two additional
ones near the door leading to another train car ...). Less frequently have I seen people doing other
things with those outlets -- there was a man a year or so ago who cunningly used one on the
subway in NYC to play XBox, TV and all, during a ride. In relation to the TVs I was collecting these
outlets necessarily became the site of an intervening performance. I wanted the TVs to be activated
in public, on the pedestrian ground-level of Philadelphia -- to be activated in the environment which
was too contested for the boy who was “good at repairing television sets” to survive. So for 5 days
in April of this year (April 2 to 6, the first date of which was when the murder occurred according
to the Tribune article, and the latter date was the day when the article was first published in 1968) I
carried a TV to these electrical outlets, plugged it in and activated it, started broadcasting the X-ray
image of my ribs on its screen, sat down with it in front of my torso and the screen facing outward,
and insisted on its presence there. The TV protruded from my stomach like a queer appendage,
a place where I might give birth to a (dis)embodied hollow memory of the boy; it also felt like, for
all its bulkiness, it showed right through me, revealed to the public that I was actually hollow and
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insubstantial inside. Once or twice I was firmly asked to leave; and in certain spaces (such as the
train) people were reluctant to look at me or be near me... but by and large it was astonishment and
incredulity and amusement that people had toward my presence. School-age kids who were the
boy’s age and younger began referring to me as “that statue” and lingered around me for a while and
took pictures of and with me. I like to think this boy had friends like them.
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II.
What is charisma?
It is a hard question to put a finger on. We know what it does: as participants in a shared (popular)
culture, we all have a working understanding of the power of charisma. It is a much-coveted force
that makes groups of people all behave in particular ways in relation to a specific performer (rather,
to the idea of the performer). As spectators we all rationally understand that the charisma of the
performer is not representative of the private complexities of their character; we also understand
that the performance is not particularly dependent on our individual presence, but is rather projected
toward a public group of people; but nonetheless, when caught in the charismatic moment, we
suddenly feel we have an intimate personal or emotional connection with the performer. They say
charismatic people can make rooms feel full with their mere presence, and empty them out with
their absence. As performance, charisma provides the audience access to lived realities that did
not previously seem obtainable, or ones never experienced personally before, especially when such
public gesture taps into our uneasy private desire for scenarios to play out. For this same reason,
charisma works in tandem with stigma ... collective notions of attraction and repulsion commingle
together until the audience is so excited and agitated by what they are experiencing that they
cannot look away. The ability to live vicariously through the actions of another is paramount to the
formation of religious icons and celebrities alike. As a discourse charisma has its origins in the recent
conception of celebrity, which develops out of theatrical and performance discourses.
Charisma generates an irresistible feeling in an audience that compels them to work to keep a
performer in their purview, as long as the performer continues to match up to the audience’s idea
of them. Once the performance has ended or receded from sight, viewers reproduce their own
memories of said performer continuously into the present using a wide range of means: they might
take and share photographs of the performer; they might mimic the performer’s gestures inside and
outside of the performance contexts; or they might seek out and share language or gossip about
the performer. Now she want a photo, she already know though. I might get your song played on
the radio station. The ability to circulate as an emblematic or signature version of the charismatic
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body even when that body is not present is part and parcel of the modern conception of a “public
image,” in which a figure or an idea is not reducible to any of the multiple circulating images that
stand in as a representation of it. And charisma lubricates the flow of multiple types of capital in
many directions. In an attempt to harness the power of that force and direct its attractiveness in
controlled ways, those coming into contact with charismatic bodies may offer resources as explicit
as job offers, grants, higher salaries, increased or special material benefits; or they may offer things
as unquantifiable in value as introducing the performer into an exclusive social network, offering
attention or likes or retweets, offering love or erotic desire or courtship... and so on.
But trying to pinpoint what constitutes charisma is much trickier than describing the effects it has
on people. Indeed, scholars like Joseph Roach hesitate to use only the word ‘charisma’ when when
trying to convey the enormity of factors at play (and here I am drawing largely from Roach’s work
on questions of charisma via his text “It”, as in It-girl or It-effect). However one chooses to call this
force, it is dependent on the instability of contradicting states, shuttling between the performance
or exhibition of ‘charismata’ on one hand, which is a mark of strength, and ‘stigmata’ on the other,
which is a mark of vulnerability. From various discourses there are different terms to describe it: in
science, the opposing terms of magnetism, which is a pulling in or an attraction, and radiance, which
is a pushing out of matter & which creates an aura; in western art history, the classical pose in which
the human figure is presented is called ‘contrapposto,’ and it denotes contrasting lines between the
arm & shoulder, and the hips and legs, which generates a visual instability that keeps the eye moving
around the figure.
Looking at some of the various components that go into the performance of charisma might also
be helpful for getting closer to a sense of a definition. We understand that the creation of a public
image, while designed to look effortless, actually involves many facets, any combination of which
can stand in as a symbol of a charismatic person. There are accessories, where the more useless
a thing is, the more meaning it can suggest about a persona & and the ways a persona might
want to signal idealized versions of self; clothing, which aids the creation of personas through the
selective revelation or installation of desires/temperaments/sensations; the unsettling contradictions
and liminal status of hair, which is the unruly, unliving part of the body; skin and its power to
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confer a sense of heritage through the tricky lens of patina; flesh, the repulsive raw material that is
always marked with social status, yet can be disciplined, shaped, sculpted, cooked, or generally
manipulated into desirable or identifiable forms.
One way charisma might be summarized: when the cumulative public image of a performer is made
to suggest an idea that is more than that performer could ever be in everyday life, that is when
charisma happens.
What are the problems with charisma?
Understandably it has been a matter of survival for some to employ charisma against a crushingly
hostile social world. Another social contradiction in the production of It is that earned charisma
radiates from workers and especially from slaves as they ascend form utility (that is, repulsive raw
material) to visibility (or a crafted public image)... the possession of It has provided ambitious selffashioners with a tool to sculpt their own effigies from the unpromising bedrock of a world that would
otherwise enslave them. Charisma thrives in a second birth of its bodies, which is more immaculate
than the first so to speak; in a moment of ‘discovery’ one figure separates from the humble, invisible,
dirty masses, and by virtue of their authentic tie to such masses heighten a dramatic departure from
their background. And the material, social, network effects are real: charming someone in a position
of advantage or authority might make all the difference in the types of labor one may have to do day
to day, or the types of help one can secure when facing a highly uneven social landscape.
But I want to question the mechanisms by which hierarchical conditions of superhumanity and
subhumanity, of pricelesness and worthlessness, are produced, and these oppositions are at the
core of what it means to have charisma. Because charisma, despite its usefulness on an individual
level, is also inextricably tied up in canonical notions of beauty and romance that have historically
been fraught with biases against particular groups of people. I mentioned skin earlier as being
a component of a charismatic whole. The particular intricacies and lingering catastrophes of
phrenology and other moralizing, pseudoscientific discourses are beyond the scope of what I’m
talking about today, but suffice it to say that the components of charisma that I listed earlier -- skin,
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flesh, hair, clothing, among others -- all bear histories that are considered more or less humanizing
at various points in time, and that persist into the present. At various points in my work I have tried
to examine the interplay between humanizing and dehumanizing discourses of the body. These
can be seen playing out clearly on skin, where certain charismatic traits -- like visibly blushing
at the right time -- are tied to certain types of skin. Portrait with Hydrogen Peroxide Strips tried
to make visible the humanizing patina of skin, and the futile, inhuman types of labor involved in
creating or sustaining that patina on certain bodies. That includes cosmetic practices surrounding
bodily sensations like blushing and also the whole set of cultural practices falling under the rubric
of colorism, which is a cultural phenomenon where darker skin is routinely discriminated against in
favor of lighter skin. In this performance I covered my body in clear plastic teeth whitening strips,
creating a skin over my own skin that was optically clear but conceptually filled with the possibility
of whiteness, and directly invoked the labor of simply being in that state as the chemicals absorbed
into my skin. The action was simple -- cover my body, then remove them -- because I wanted to
apply this cosmetic product to a new end, to begin the labor of bringing such a theoretical body
into everyday space, and to suggest that types of charismatic labor are so simple as to be already
embedded in our everyday lives.
And I have become concerned with the effect that charisma has on the mission of archives
to comprehensively cover or care for the subjects of their stated focus. Joseph Roach agrees
that many archives “fail to exorcise the demon of the It-effect, which tends to idolize the prima
ballerina while neglecting the memory of the corps de ballet.” As noted earlier in my research on
turf-dropping, astonishingly little was actually present in the primary archival sources, and its void
was filled by copious amounts about the police commissioner that oversaw its deployment in
the everyday. More often than not an audience’s memory is filled with the imaginary notion of an
idealized superhuman performer, and it is the supposed job of archives not to extend the memory
per se, as memory is liable to distortions, but to present a counterpoint to the faculties of human
memory by holding diversified types of evidence. If charismatic public images crowd out the
capacities of archives to make space for uncharismatic figures, then it is certain that this will happen
along the biased lines that create the possibility for memory in the public sphere. Christina Sharpe
has noted that scholars of slavery have the daunting task of attempting to find the agents buried
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underneath “the accumulated erasures, projections, fabulations and misnamings” that mark the
inhumanity and disregard with which enslaved people are marred by (our) archives.
It is our job, not just as “artists” but also as people, to imagine new ways of regarding one another,
new ways of being together, and to work to hold those spaces for imagining open for each other
within the scope of our daily lives.
How to imagine the uncharismatic
What does it look like to orient oneself toward ways of being that exist outside of the power of
charisma? Through this talk and my work I want to imagine a loose framework for using our bodies
to do so. First, one must find the parts of performance and of everyday life that fall outside of
charisma. Some patterns have emerged through my research of what constitutes “uncharisma” as I
am referring to it here:
I want to identify figures that have been made public, whose circulation has ground to a halt and
died, or dissolved into non-specificity in collective memory, like an extinct language. I want to
identify figures who have no public image, or whose public image was circulated after the fact of
death, i.e. they retained no control over its specificities and had diminishingly few occasions to
perform during life as if it were contributing to a notion of their public image. I want to regard noncelebrity. I want to see that which has no special aura or patina transferred through the moments of
performance: no special signature, no coveted flesh, no guitars or locks of hair that get auctioned off
for spectacular amounts, no outward signifiers that easily lend themselves to circulation. I want to
regard that which exists purely in the realm of secondary and tertiary sources, with nothing “original”
saved. The uncharismatic embodies that which discourages circulation. I want to regard that which
is incapable of charismatically placing itself within the minds of other humans.
I want to try and inhabit that with which audiences cannot identify, nor have a vicarious experience
through. There are a number of reasons why an audience may not have a vicarious experience
through a performer, from rote divergence of language (such as having an accent) to diverging
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expectations about what constitutes a worthwhile humanistic experience. Even if the desire or
intention to do so is there the uncharismatic body can complete no successful attempt at doing so;
it is stopped by the alienating social forces collectively dictating what it means to be human.
I want to orient myself toward those bodies which lack all control over their own depiction in public
discourse; those bodies that will not determine any of the multiple elements contributing to an
identifiable image, or even to allude to other elements of a whole image during their presence in
public. I want to care for those bodies that lack an “image” altogether, that exist as pure text, or as
abstraction through fugitivity... or I want to care for those bodies that lack a body altogether, existing
in theoretical or virtual space.
I want to care for bodies that are in fact never bodies, but more like a collection of lost fragments,
now and always. The scholar Hortense Spillers makes a distinction between “body” and “flesh,”
suggesting that distinction as the central one between captive and liberated subject-positions...
flesh is “that zero degree of social conceptualization that does not escape concealment under the
brush of discourse, or the reflexes of iconography.” Those who are denied bodies only have flesh.
Flesh is the human form divested of gender and moral subjecthood, which are the minimum required
foundations of social life. It is the version of a body that is converted into just matter and commodity,
never thought to be anything more than the sum of its parts, with no possibility of social “life” as we
know it.
The uncharismatic keeps nothing secret not because of a sense of public intimacy, or of ‘mystique,’
but because it has nothing to keep. I want to try and create a sociality with that which refuses and is
refused social life.

III.
Instances of inadequate archives abound. I was invited as an American artist to present work at
a World War I museum in Ieper, Belgium earlier this year called In Flanders Fields Museum. It was
a useful opportunity to consider nationality in relation to that time period and its aftermath. I was
reading about the lynching of Black veterans upon their return to the United States (of whom there
were at least 19) and came across a startling and exciting footnote, about gestures of resistance in
that post-war, pre-Red Summer period. It told of an anonymous letter that was sent to a Mississippi
sheriff, furiously and coldly threatening retaliation in the case of another lynching occurring in the
state. “Say lynch or burn a Negro in Mississippi again, and we will burn up the state and poison
every horse, mule and cow in it. We are tired of the way you are treating the Negro. We expect to
give you hell from now on. No harm if you treat us right. We begged you to stop, but from now the
burning will take place.” It was signed “FIRE BILL.” I was struck by the defiant force and focused
imagination of this voice, and by its relegation to the status of a footnote within this larger narrative
of postwar social tension. The details were scant: the sole source generating Fire Bill’s brief mention
was an article from a newspaper called the Baltimore Afro-American, which in line with the Black
press at the time, took it upon themselves to observe, generate, disseminate, and amplify crucial
counternarratives to the dominant ones of antiblack social terror in America at the time. The AfroAmerican article points to a Mississippi newspaper called the Belzoni Banner, as the source from
which it derives reference to Fire Bill. My desire to see more information about Fire Bill drove me in
several directions: a search for original sources, such as the letter itself or any subsequent letters,
and a search for secondary sources such as these. Somehow archival records from multiple vantage
points make events and figures feel more real, give them more of a corroborated humanity. It is not
a matter of mistrusting the subjects; rather, as an archival spectator I sometimes have a hard time
trusting myself if I only come across a single brief source… like, did I make this up? Did I hallucinate
this note out of my own latent hunger for another way of inhabiting the social spaces as they are
being presented to me?
My attempts to locate any original Fire Bill source were to no avail — the sole place I knew where to
look would be in the archive of the sheriff’s office, which requires credentialing that I do not have. I
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received no answers from them. But my search for secondary sources finally turned up the article
printed in the Belzoni Banner. To my great surprise, the version of the Fire Bill letter as it appeared
there differed drastically from the Afro-American version: in its spellings, in its word orders, in the
way its grammar was represented. “lynch or burn” became “burn or lynch.” “Mississippi” became
“Missippi.” “Negro” became “coon.” A vague sense of the progression of the letter was consistent
through both versions, but the specifics of representation are where political narratives are crafted. I
was reminded of the CIA style guide that was leaked in recent years, outlining how certain declared
wars should receive a capital W and certain undeclared “ongoing conflicts” receive a lowercase one;
or how the word “regime” should not be used to describe governments friendly to the United States.
The Banner article framing Fire Bill’s letter not only staunchly condemns it, but also belittles its
concerns, insisting black people have more than they ever did before and should be happy with the
way things are, and are hardly worthy of even that. Despite its earlier publishing date (which was 1
week before the Afro-American article appeared) the Belzoni Banner clearly has investments in being
an unreliable narrator. By presenting an alternate version after the first version was published, the
Baltimore Afro-American did the labor of theorizing the Banner’s unreliability on this matter, which
is the most one can do without access to the original document. The text of the letter will forever
remain unstable for this reason, which despite issuing out of an omission of the archive, becomes a
care-filled gift for a fleeting, anonymous figure like Fire Bill.
I also want to point out the deeply agricultural environment from which Fire Bill comes, which gets
conveyed even within the spare confines of the text. Rather than threatening to attack people
directly, Fire Bill recognizes that chattel is the nexus of wealth in the communities he (if ‘he’ is
the right pronoun or word) finds himself in. It is an almost utopian suggestion. It imagines that by
reconfiguring a community’s relationship to property, the definition of which explicitly included black
people not too far before the advent of Fire Bill, perhaps there is some way to move forward with a
more expansive social relationship that enables people to relate in new and unimaginable ways. Or
it insists that black people are actually still being treated as less than human, or still as chattel, and
suggests a revolt of objects. Or a refusal of objects to perform in ways that are productive for their
owners.
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One of the primary aims of my work is to imagine ways of assembling ephemeral fragments of social
life so that they can stage reappearances into the everyday. I wanted Fire Bill to reappear, which
is especially tricky given his unstable nature. But it is important that we try to grapple with what
remains. That was made clear by the countless gravestones and bunkers and memorials dotting the
Belgian countryside, where there are certainly still countless untold stories of that war even despite
the abundance of work that has gone into deciphering parts of it all. Material in particular has a
capacity to generate collective memory that then imbricates itself in a community’s social dynamic.
I started imagining what it would look like to make a monument or memorial for Fire Bill. It could
not be made of limestone or some similar hard stone, like so many state buildings and grand
skyscrapers are, or cast bronze or iron. An unstable material form seems most appropriate for
regarding unstable archival moments. Salt began to stand out as both a material that is explicitly
used in caring for animals in agricultural settings, and as a soluble sort of stone that could also be
carved akin to the many graves, memorials, and monuments that are peripherally present to us
everyday. I would be remiss to speak of salt and water in this context without pointing to the genesis
of racial terror in the United States, the slave trade. In many ways the ocean is where blackness
begins in the west, for in between one land mass and another a process of semiotic erasure was
completed.
The monument is simple — a monolithic stack of 3000kg (which is 6600 lbs) of salt lick blocks, onto
either side of which one version of the letter is carved. One version is carved by myself, an amateur
stonecutter if I am being generous, inscribing my own physical presence as well as my own lack
of authority into this information that I am reproducing. The other side was carved by professional
stonecutters, who maintain the many memorials in the Flanders region as part of the Commonwealth
War Graves Commission. This might mirror the differing types of authority coming through Fire Bill’s
letter, or the differing types of authority each newspaper has in specific publics. Once the letter
was on both sides, a viewer cannot view one side without the specter of the other looming from the
verso. It necessitates an instability of viewing, a moving back and forth through which politicized
slippages of representation are revealed. It was presented in the In Flanders Fields Museum, but
I imagine it also being for some non-human audience — a bunch of chattel that find themselves
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drawn to it, chattel that find it life sustaining and can return to it to feel nourished.
And as material, its non-archival solubility suggests additional ways it could be integrated into
daily life. As another annotation to the thin presence of Fire Bill on record, here is a speculative
performance to imagine: on a nice day we take tons and tons of salt blocks down to Washington,
DC, to the reflecting pool near Washington Monument, and dissolve them in the water. Once the
water becomes brine, we all remove our clothing and float in the pool, one at a time or all at once,
like hopeful cargo waiting out a shipwreck at the ocean’s surface.
-
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This text is a modified version of two lectures performed in October 2017 at University of the Arts and November 2017 at the
Birmingham Museum of Art.

